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SUMMARY

A long-range circuit linking the medial frontal cortex to the primary visual cortex (V1) has been proposed to

mediate visual selective attention in mice during visually guided behavior. Here, we use in vivo two-photon

functional imaging tomeasure the endogenous activity of axons of A24b/M2 neurons from this region projec-

ting to layer 1 of V1 (A24b/M2-V1axons) in mice either passively viewing stimuli or performing a go/no-go visu-

ally guided task. We observe that while A24b/M2-V1axons are recruited under these conditions, this is not

linked to enhancement of neural or behavioral measures of sensory coding. Instead, A24b/M2-V1axon activity

is associatedwith licking behavior, modulated by reward, and biased toward the sensory cortical hemisphere

representing the stimulus currently being discriminated.

INTRODUCTION

Sensory processing is powerfully modulated by contextual and

behavioral factors such as prior experience, anticipation, atten-

tion, and movement (Ayaz et al., 2013; Keller et al., 2012, 2017;

Leinweber et al., 2017; Morimoto et al., 2021; Niell and Stryker,

2010; Pakan et al., 2018; Poort et al., 2015; Ranson, 2017;

Saleem et al., 2013, 2018; Speed et al., 2020). One mechanism

of this modulation is thought to be long-range glutamatergic cor-

ticocortical circuits (Gilbert and Li, 2013; Morimoto et al., 2021).

In mice, axons originating in higher cortical regions, such as the

frontal, retrosplenial, and parietal cortex, and terminating prefer-

entially in layer 1 of early sensory areas such as V1, are thought to

influence sensory processing both directly, through excitatory

synapses onto the tuft dendrites of V1 pyramidal neurons, and

indirectly, through several classes of inhibitory neurons, which

in turn modulate excitatory neurons (Makino and Komiyama,

2015; Zhang et al., 2014).

One such circuit in mice monosynaptically connects medial

frontal cortical regions (including areas referred to as the anterior

cingulate cortex [ACC], A24b and M2) to the primary visual cor-

tex (Zhang et al., 2014) and has been demonstrated to exert a

retinotopically selective influence on sensory processing that

shares similarities with some forms of selective visual attention

described in primates (Armstrong et al., 2006; Moore and Arm-

strong, 2003; Reynolds and Heeger, 2009; Sundberg et al.,

2009). In particular, parallels have been drawn between this

medial frontal-originating circuit in mice and gaze-control-asso-

ciated neurons in the non-human primate frontal eye fields,

which also transmit spatially specific selection signals to the sen-

sory cortex (Armstrong et al., 2006; Knudsen, 2007; Moore and

Armstrong, 2003; Moore and Zirnsak, 2017). Analogous spatially

specific top-downmodulatory circuits have been identified in the

avian brain, where low-level stimulation of the arcopallial gaze

field (the avian frontal eye field equivalent) results in spatially spe-

cific alterations of the responsiveness of auditory optic tectum

neurons (Knudsen, 2007; Winkowski and Knudsen, 2006).

We refer here to axons constituting the medial frontal to V1

projection in mouse as A24b/M2-V1axons. Previous experiments

have found that optogenetic activation of A24b/M2-V1axons
enhances the specificity of V1 neuron orientation tuning and im-

proves behaviorally measured stimulus orientation discrimina-

tion (Zhang et al., 2014). A limitation of this previous work is

that, although it has demonstrated that this circuit could in prin-

ciple function to enhance sensory processing, the relevance of

the artificially induced patterns of circuit activation to normal

physiological function remains uncertain. Specifically, direct ev-

idence of endogenously generated increased activity of A24b/

M2-V1axons being linked to improved behavioral or neuronal

stimulus discrimination is lacking. In addition, subsequent

studies have argued for somewhat different functions for axons

originating in overlapping regions of the cingulate cortex,

including in elevation of attention following errors during a freely

moving five-choice serial reaction time task (Norman et al.,

2021a; 2021b), in sensory motor integration (Huda et al., 2020),

in relaying locomotion-driven motor signals to V1 (Leinweber

et al., 2017), and in mediating spatial visual expectation (Fiser

et al., 2016). A further caveat associated with linking the
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proposed attentional function of this medial frontal circuit in ro-

dents to visual attentional mechanisms in primates is the broader

question of the homology between structures in the rodent and

primate frontal cortices (Laubach et al., 2018; Passingham and

Wise, 2012). In primates, for example, anterior regions of the

cingulate cortex have been more closely linked to aspects of ex-

ecutive behavioral control, such as error detection (Carter et al.,

1998), reward-based decision-making (Bush et al., 2002), and

control of action selection (Shenhav et al., 2013) than to selective

visual attention. Conversely, stimulation of medial frontal cortical

regions in rodents elicits head-orienting behavior, supporting the

notion of a functional similarity to the frontal eye fields (Sinnamon

and Galer, 1984).

Here, we aimed to clarify the proposed attentional function of

the A24b/M2-V1 circuit in mice by reproducing the go/no-go

head-fixed behavioral paradigm employed by Zhang et al.

(2014), but measuring at single-axonal-bouton resolution the

endogenous recruitment of A24b/M2-V1axons and their relation-

ship to behavioral and neural stimulus discrimination. In this

context we find no evidence of an association between endoge-

nous recruitment of this circuit and enhanced behavioral or neu-

ral measures of stimulus discrimination. Instead, we observe

strong recruitment of the circuit in a subset of boutons by licking

motor behavior that is modulated by whether licking is rewarded

and biased toward the hemisphere currently processing task-

relevant sensory signals.

RESULTS

We first sought to assess previous claims of a role for long-range

corticocortical projections from the cingulate cortex to the

primary visual cortex (V1) in exerting top-down modulation of

V1 activity that can enhance behavioral and neural visual

discrimination accuracy (Zhang et al., 2014). While optogenetic

activation of A24b/M2-V1axons during a go/no-go orientation

discrimination task was previously shown to enhance discrimi-

nation accuracy, we aimed to evaluate if this circuit is also

endogenously recruited in this way during visual processing.

A24b/M2-V1axons are endogenously recruited during

visual discrimination

A24b/M2-V1axons were labeled using the genetically encoded

calcium indicator GCaMP6s (Chen et al., 2013) and imaged us-

ing two-photon microscopy in layer 1 of V1 (Figures 1A, 1B,

and S1A) in animals trained to perform a go/no-go stimulus

orientation discrimination task at a high level of accuracy

(discrimination as quantified by d0 > 1.5). We first tested whether

the activity (DF/F) of A24b/M2-V1axons differed between

within-trial periods (when the animal was actively engaged in

discrimination) and intertrial periods. We found that activity

was significantly higher during discrimination versus intertrial pe-

riods in 14% of A24b/M2-V1axons (Figures 1C and 1D; 84/597

from five behavioral sessions from five mice; paired-sample

t test), suggesting that the go/no-go behavior results in recruit-

ment of this circuit. A further 21% of A24b/M2-V1axons
(Figures 1C and 1D; 126/597) exhibited the opposite behavior

of higher levels of activity during intertrial periods, suggesting

suppression of activity during task engagement reminiscent of

the findings of a recent study from the ACC population more

broadly (Kim et al., 2021). The distribution of the degree of trial

modulation of all boutons is shown in Figure S2A, quantified

with an index of trial modulation. We next tested for transient

increases of A24b/M2-V1axon activity following specific

stimulus events within the task. This showed that subsets of

Figure 1. A24b/M2-V1axons are recruited during go/no-go visual

discrimination behavior

(A) Schematic of monocular go/no-go visual discrimination task.

(B) Visualization of the location of the monocular primary visual cortex using

intrinsic signal imaging and labeling of A24b/M2-V1axons by injection into A24b/

M2 followed by visualization using in vivo two-photon microscopy in monoc-

ular V1 after 2–4 weeks.

(C) Example boutons that were positively (green) or negatively (red) modulated

by whether the animal was within a trial or in the intertrial period. Each line

represents an individual bouton and is an average of 253 trials.

(D) Fraction of boutons that exhibited increased, decreased, or unchanged

activity when a comparison was made between within-trial period activity and

intertrial period activity. We assessed 597 boutons from five behavioral ses-

sions from five mice; paired-sample t test, p < 0.01.

(E) Fractions of the same boutons that responded with significantly increased

activity to different types of trial events.
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A24b/M2-V1axons exhibit elevated activity in response to pre-trial

tone, go and no-go stimulus onset, reward administration, and

air puff (15.4%, 6.5%, 8.5%, 22.9%, and 3.4% of boutons,

respectively; Figure 1E; see also Figure S5 for averaged re-

sponses of all boutons during different task phases). Thus, the

activity of some A24b/M2-V1axons was observed to vary system-

atically during the visual discrimination task, and these modula-

tions of activity happened during various task phases.

Endogenous A24b/M2-V1axon activity does not co-vary

with behaviorally reported visual discrimination

Optogenetic activation of A24b/M2-V1axons has been shown to

enhance visual discrimination (Huda et al., 2020; Zhang et al.,

2014), and so we next asked whether enhanced discrimination

accuracy was also associated with endogenously elevated

activity of A24b/M2-V1axons. Within each behavioral session

there was slow variation in accuracy over timescales of minutes

(i.e., fluctuations in hit rate and false alarm rate and

consequently d0; Figures 2A and 2B), suggesting varying levels

of arousal, attention, or task engagement. To test the association

between A24b/M2-V1axon activation and this fluctuating discrim-

ination accuracy, we fit a linear model to predict average bouton

activity in each trial, using trial correctness and trial type (go or

no-go) as predictors. A statistically significant association be-

tween A24b/M2-V1axons activity and trial correctness was

observed in only a small fraction of boutons (5.7%; 34/597

A24b/M2-V1axons, from five behavioral sessions from five mice;

Figure 2C), and of these, 47% were more active during correct

trials and 53% were less active during correct trials (Figure 2C,

inset). We next tested if there might be subpopulations of bou-

tons that respond to stimulus events in the task and show varia-

tions in these responses depending upon task correctness. We

used the same model to test if tone- and visual stimulus-respon-

sive boutons (shown in Figure 1E) showed differences in their ac-

tivity after these stimulus events depending on trial correctness

but found no such differences (Figures S2B and S2C). These re-

sults suggest that endogenous activation of A24b/M2-V1axons is

unlikely to be playing a significant role in enhancing visual

discrimination in this behavioral context.

In the trials analyzed above, the stimulus contrast was

maximum and discrimination accuracy was high (mean d0 =

1.67). We hypothesized that this could cause a ceiling effect

whereby improvements in stimulus discrimination due to top-

down modulations in the efficacy of V1 encoding are limited, or

that the circuit may be recruited only when task demands are

high (Bahrami et al., 2007; Norman et al., 2021b). We tested

this possibility in a different group of animals in which task diffi-

culty was increased by altering stimulus contrast in a subset of

trials. As expected, discrimination accuracy decreased at lower

contrasts (Figure S2D; high contrast [50%] d0 = 1.89 ± 0.12; low

contrast [10%] d0 = 1.11 ± 0.05; n = 4 mice; p = 0.001; paired-

sample t test). We again tested whether cingulate-axon activity

was elevated on correct versus incorrect trials when the task

was more difficult. This analysis also showed that almost no

cingulate-axons (<0.1%) showed activity that differed signifi-

cantly between correct and incorrect trials (Figure 2D). Finally,

we assessed whether behavioral errors might instead drive

recruitment of A24b/M2-V1axons, as has previously been shown

(Norman et al., 2021a); however, A24b/M2-V1axon activity was

also not found to differ significantly as a function of previous trial

correctness (see Figure S6 and supplemental information).

Together, these results indicate the lack of association between

endogenous cingulate axon activity, and discrimination accu-

racy is unlikely to be due to task difficulty in the context of this

task.

Endogenous A24b/M2-V1axon activity does not co-vary

with neural stimulus discrimination

Aswell as having effects on behaviorally reported stimulus orien-

tation discrimination, optogenetic activation of A24b/M2-V1axons
has also been shown to enhance orientation tuning in V1 during

passive viewing by enhancing responses at the preferred orien-

tation (Zhang et al., 2014). These findings prompted us to ask if

V1 encoding might be enhanced by increased endogenous ac-

tivity of A24b/M2-V1axons, even in the absence of behavior

enhancement. In support of this possibility, a disassociation

has been reported between visual stimulus encoding fidelity in

V1 in mice and behavioral readouts of visual discrimination,

whereby neural encoding precision of sensory stimuli signifi-

cantly exceeds that measured behaviorally (Stringer et al.,

2021). We used multiplane imaging and red and green calcium

indicators to concurrently measure the activity of A24b/M2-

V1axons in layer 1 (labeled green with GCaMP6s-axon; Broussard

et al., 2018) and V1 neuron somas (labeled red with jRGECO1a;

Dana et al., 2016) in layers 2/3 during passive visual stimulation

with drifting gratings (Figures 2E and 2F). We first tested whether

orientation selectivity improved with increased endogenous

population A24b/M2-V1axon activity as might be anticipated

from previous findings of artificially activating this feedback

pathway. Mean population activity of A24b/M2-V1axons varied

significantly during the course of each experiment (64 ± 0.04%

difference between the 20th and the 80th percentile), allowing

us to assess stimulus orientation selectivity of V1 at different

levels of A24b/M2-V1axon population activity. An orientation

selectivity index (OSI) was calculated for each V1 neuron using

data from trials when A24b/M2-V1axon activity was either high

or low (upper or lower 50% of A24b/M2-V1axon activity levels).

Inconsistent with an association between endogenous A24b/

M2-V1axon activity and orientation tuning, orientation selectivity

was not enhanced on trials with higher compared with lower

levels of A24b/M2-V1axon activity (Kruskal-Wallis test; n = 192

V1 neurons, from 11 experiments from three mice; p = 0.91;

Figures 2G and 2H). The same analysis, but of direction selec-

tivity (quantified using an index of direction selectivity, DSI),

also showed no significant enhancement with increased endog-

enous A24b/M2-V1axon activity (Kruskal-Wallis test; p = 0.60;

Figure S3E). Individual cells were found to exhibit shifts in

orientation tuning selectivity as a function of increased A24b/

M2-V1axon activity, but across the population these shifts were

not systematically biased toward sharpening or broadening of

tuning (see Figures S3A–S3C for examples), and overall orienta-

tion preference was unchanged between high and low levels of

A24b/M2-V1axon activity (Figure S3D). Overall, these findings

are inconsistent with the idea that endogenous fluctuations in

A24b/M2-V1axon activity enhance orientation or direction

selectivity in V1.
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A24b/M2-V1axon activity is associated with rewarded

licking

A subset (17%) of A24b/M2-V1axons showed statistically sig-

nificant licking-correlated activity, which explained some of

the recruitment of these axons during the discrimination

phase of the task (tested with permutation test with 1,000

shuffled lick rate traces; p < 0.05; Figures 3A and S4A). As

licking often co-occurred with reward, we sought to disambig-

uate these two factors. Licking was often not rewarded

(i.e., during intertrial periods, in no-go trials, and during the

initial 2 s of stimulus presentation of the trial), allowing a com-

parison of A24b/M2-V1axon recruitment between rewarded

Figure 2. Behavioral accuracy and neural sensory discrimination are not enhanced by increased A24b/M2-V1axon activity

(A) Discrimination accuracy fluctuates markedly within each behavioral session as quantified by d0.

(B) Discrimination accuracy fluctuation is driven by variation in both hit and false alarm rates.

(C) Behavioral accuracy (correctness) is not associated with level of activity of A24b/M2-V1axons (i.e., DF/F) under high contrast (i.e., easier) stimulus conditions.

We assessed 597 A24b/M2-V1 boutons from five behavioral sessions from five mice.

(D) As in (C), but at low stimulus contrast and with comparable findings of a lack of evidence of association between accuracy and level of activity of A24b/

M2-V1axons.

(E) Schematic of multiplane imaging to concurrently record cingulate axons in layer 1 (labeled green with axon-GCaMP6s) and V1 neurons in layers 2/3 (labeled

red with jRGECO1a).

(F) Example traces of concurrently recorded boutons (green, numbered 1 to 4) and somas (red, numbered 5 to 8).

(G andH) Orientation selectivity does not on average differ significantly between trials with low comparedwith high levels of A24b/M2-V1axon activity. Comparison

of OSI in (H) wasmade using a Kruskal-Wallis test (n = 192 V1 neurons, from 11 experiments from three mice). Analysis of orientation tuning curves was limited to

cells that were classified as visually responsive (one-way ANOVA over all stimulus conditions) and for which the R2 of the orientation tuning curve fits (at both low

and high levels of A24b/M2-V1axon activity) was >0.3. Box plots in (H) show first and third quartile (box), maximum and minimum values (whiskers), and median

(red horizontal line).
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and non-rewarded licking. We compared the DF/F of highly

lick-correlated boutons (R > 0.2) during rewarded licking

(within the go trial reward period) with unrewarded licking

(during the initial 2 s of stimulus presentation of the go trials)

and found that almost all boutons were more active during re-

warded versus unrewarded licking, suggesting that licking-

associated A24b/M2-V1axon activity encodes a combination

of both licking and reward (unrewarded versus rewarded DF/

F = 0.21 ± 0.02 versus 0.38 ± 0.03; p < 10�9; paired-sample

t test; n = 64 boutons; Figure 3B). As expected, this relation-

ship was not observed in non-lick-correlated boutons

(Figures S4E and S4F) and persisted after lick-associated

eye movements and lick frequency were controlled for

(Figures S4D and S4G–S4I).

Rewarded licking patterns tended to be longer lasting and

more rhythmic (typically > 6 Hz) than non-rewarded licking,

which could result in a difference in neural activity unrelated

to reward per se. To control for this, we identified periods

of rewarded and unrewarded rhythmic licking at > 6 Hz.

Unrewarded licking bouts were typically shorter than bouts

of rewarded licking, and so we limited analysis to A24b/M2-

V1axon activity during the first three licks in a bout of three

or more licks. For this analysis a bout of licking was thus

defined as three licks that occurred within 0.5 s that was pre-

ceded by at least 1 s during which no licking occurred; an

average of 6% of rewarded licks and 13% of unrewarded licks

fall into this constrained definition. Consistent with the previ-

ous analysis, we found that frequency- and count-matched

licking bouts were associated with greater A24b/M2-V1axon
activity when rewarded than when unrewarded (unrewarded

versus rewarded DF/F = 0.19 ± 0.01 versus 0.37 ± 0.029;

p < 10�8; paired-sample t test; Figure S4B). This result indi-

cates that differences in rewarded versus unrewarded licking

are unlikely to be explained by licking pattern. These data

suggest that A24b/M2-V1axon activity encodes in part the

presence of reward.

A24b/M2-V1axon licking/reward signals are biased

toward task-relevant sensory cortex

We next asked if the licking/reward signals observed are tar-

geted to the areas of the visual cortex processing the sensory

signals that are guiding discrimination behavior or, alternatively,

are also relayed non-specifically to areas not involved in the

discrimination. We trained animals on a variant of the go/no-go

task (Figure 4A) in which the stimulus was presented randomly

to either the contralateral or the ipsilateral monocular visual field

such that on each trial the stimulus was being primarily pro-

cessed in either V1 in the imaged hemisphere (hemisphere

contralateral to the stimulus) or V1 in the non-imaged hemi-

sphere (hemisphere ipsilateral to the stimulus). Animals learned

the bilateral version of the task to a high level of accuracy and

tended to have similar levels of accuracy when processing visual

stimuli via the left and right hemispheres (Figure 4). Fluctuations

in task accuracy weremost often correlated between the left and

the right monocular visual field discrimination trials, suggesting a

global cause of fluctuation of accuracy (Figure 4C); however,

sometimes fluctuations were side dependent, suggesting

possible hemisphere-specific effects (Figure S4C). As observed

in the monocular version of the task, a subset of A24b/M2-

V1axons showed activity correlated with licking (Figure 4D), and

of these, most showed greater activity during rewarded versus

non-rewarded licking on both contralateral and ipsilateral stim-

ulus trials (Figure 4E). To test the specificity of the hemispheric

targeting of these licking/reward signals, we examined if, on a

trial-by-trial basis, rewarded licking signals were preferentially

targeted to V1 in the hemisphere where task-related sensory sig-

nals were primarily arriving (i.e., the hemisphere contralateral to

the monocular stimulus) or alternatively to V1 in both hemi-

spheres. We thus measured mean rewarded DF/F in trials that

were contralateral or ipsilateral to visual cue presentation and

found that they were significantly larger when visual cues were

presented contralaterally. To further quantify this bias, we calcu-

lated a ‘‘reward targeting index’’ (RTI) whereby values of

Figure 3. Licking-associated activity of A24b/M2-V1axons is modulated by reward

(A) Example traces of lick-correlated bouton (blue), individual lick events (red), and lick rate (black; more negative indicates higher lick rate). Gray areas show

periods when licking is rewarded.

(B) In lick-correlated boutons, rewarded licking (during the reward period of go trials) results in a higher level of activity (DF/F) than unrewarded licking (during the

initial 2 s of visual stimulus during go trials). Paired-sample t test; p < 10�9; n = 64 boutons from five experiments from five mice. Vertical lines in violin plot indicate

first and third quartile, and circle symbol indicates median.
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�1 and 1 respectively indicate that reward signals are exclu-

sively targeted to V1 ipsilateral or contralateral to the stimulus,

while a value of 0 indicates equal targeting to the two hemi-

spheres. The median RTI was 0.09, indicating a modest bias in

reward signal targeting to V1 in the hemisphere processing the

task-related stimulus (Figure 4F). Together, these results indi-

cate that, while licking- and reward-associated signals from

A24b/M2-V1axons are relayed to both cue-encoding and non-

cue-encoding regions of V1 during this task, they are biased

(although weakly) toward areas of V1 encoding the visual cue.

DISCUSSION

Our experiments reveal that, while A24b/M2-V1axons projecting

to V1 are endogenously recruited during both passive visual

stimulation and the go/no-go visual discrimination task studied,

this recruitment is not associated with enhanced neural or

behavioral discrimination of stimulus orientation. Instead, we

find that a significant fraction of A24b/M2-V1axons exhibit activity

that is correlated with licking. In these boutons, licking activity

was modulated by whether it was rewarded and, in addition,

moderately biased toward the hemisphere receiving task-asso-

ciated sensory stimuli.

Our findings are at odds with some previous studies in which

exogenous optogenetic excitation (Zhang et al., 2014) or sup-

pression (Huda et al., 2020) of the same A24b/M2-V1 projection

has been found to respectively enhance orientation discrimina-

tion behavior or impair visual detection-driven orienting

behavior. Similarly, optogenetic excitation of this circuit has pre-

viously been reported to enhance orientation tuning in V1 during

passive viewing (Zhang et al., 2014), while in our experiments,

endogenously heightened activity in the A24b/M2-V1axon

Figure 4. Licking-associated activity in A24b/M2-V1axons is modulated by reward and hemispherically biased depending upon current task

conditions

(A) Schematic of bilateral version of the visual discrimination task.

(B) Accuracy was generally similar on ipsilateral and contralateral trials.

(C) During the course of one experiment, contralateral and ipsilateral accuracy often vary together, suggesting a global change in attentional or motivational state.

(D) Example traces of a lick-correlated bouton in the bilateral task, individual lick events (red), and lick rate (black; note more negative indicates higher lick rate).

Light blue and light green shaded areas show contralateral and ipsilateral trial reward periods, respectively.

(E) In lick-correlated boutons, rewarded licking results in a higher level of activity (DF/F) than unrewarded licking (for contralateral trials, unrewarded DF/F = 0.23 ±

0.02, rewarded DF/F = 0.48 ± 0.03, p < 10�9; for ipsilateral trials, unrewarded DF/F = 0.18 ± 0.02, rewarded DF/F = 0.39 ± 0.02, p < 10�8; n = 155 boutons from 10

experiments from five mice; two-tailed t test after correction for multiple comparisons using the Tukey-Kramer method). This effect is greatest on contralateral trials

when the stimulus is being represented in monocular V1 in the same hemisphere as the A24b/M2-V1axons are originating from (p = 0.0074; two-tailed t test after

correction for multiple comparisons using the Tukey-Kramer method). Vertical lines in violin plot indicate first and third quartile, and circle symbol indicates median.

(F) Distribution of reward targeting index values is significantly greater than 0, indicating a slight bias in the targeting of lick/reward signals toward the hemisphere

contralateral to the side of the visual cue stimulation (60% of boutons had an RTI > 0; two-tailed one-sample t test for difference from 0; p = 0.002).
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population was not associated with a sharpening of V1 orienta-

tion tuning. In this respect, our findings are more consistent

with aspects of another report in which fiber photometry was

used to measure the summed neural activity of cingulate neu-

rons projecting to V1 in freely moving mice performing a five-

choice serial reaction time task (Norman et al., 2021a). This study

also found that increased cingulate activity (following errors) was

not associated with improved behavioral accuracy on immedi-

ately subsequent trials. Together, our findings suggest the pos-

sibility that the powerful and synchronous activation/inactivation

of this circuit obtained using optogenetic approaches, and the

consequent effects on behavior and sensory coding, may be

quite different from the range of activity this circuit exhibits

endogenously. Our results therefore raise the possibility that,

while the A24b/M2-V1 projection in mice may share some orga-

nizational similarities with circuits implicated in selective atten-

tion in primates (such as exhibiting retinotopic spatial specificity

of modulation), its endogenous function may be quite different.

Indeed, the signals related to action selection and reward that

we have observed suggest a function closer to the executive

control of goal-directed behavior than to attention. This possibil-

ity is consistent with a recent study in mice that examined the

feedforward transmission of information from sensory cortex to

anterior cingulate cortex and described a circuit through which

visual cortical input to the cingulate cortex gates the initiation

of reward-directed licking through feedforward inhibition (Kim

et al., 2021). Notably, Kim et al. observed a large fraction of neu-

rons within the ACC population in general that were suppressed

during trial engagement compared with intertrial periods, which

is consistent with our observations in A24b/M2-V1axons. Given

this apparent role of ACC in regulating sensory-driven response

inhibition, the specific function that might be conferred by retino-

topically specific feedback to visual cortex by A24b/M2-V1axons
remains unclear.

We examined our dataset for evidence of previously reported

post-error recruitment of V1 projecting cingulate neurons (Nor-

man et al., 2021a), but found that even in the more demanding

versions of our task there was no evidence for such a pattern

of activity (post-error recruitment of the circuit has been reported

to be limited to conditions of higher task difficulty; Norman et al.,

2021b). One possibility is that our task is not sufficiently cogni-

tively demanding, although we observed a clear reduction in ac-

curacy when reducing stimulus contrast, suggesting we are not

at a ceiling accuracy level. There are also likely to be important

differences due to details of the specific task, such as whether

the animal is freely moving. It would be of interest to develop

head-fixed task variants that reproduce the post-error circuit

recruitment previously described (Norman et al., 2021a), but

with greater control of visual stimulus and motor behavior than

that possible in freely moving animals. Finally, there may be sub-

regions of cingulate cortex, not captured in our study, that

perform this function.

Other studies have described motor-related activity in A24b/

M2-V1axons (Huda et al., 2020; Leinweber et al., 2017), although

not, to the best of our knowledge, licking/reward-driven activity

(although see Kim et al., 2021, for evidence of such activity in

the ACC in general). Leinweber et al. (2017) studied V1 projecting

axons from region A24b and argued for a distinct role of the pro-

jection in relaying predictions to V1 of visual flow based onmotor

output. While we have observed clear motor-related activity

driven by licking, it is unclear what visually might be predicted

to follow as a consequence of licking behavior and how this re-

lates to the apparent reward contingency of this activity. One

possible movement-associated visual event in the context of

our experiments is that the offset of the stimulus at the end

of the trial typically coincides with licking. Longitudinal analysis

of A24b/M2-V1axons during task acquisition will help determine

if this might be linked to the recruitment of A24b/M2-V1axons
observed during licking, as such an association would need to

be learned. Another possibility is that the eye movements that

reliably occur during licking (Figure S4D) could drive the recruit-

ment of A24b/M2-V1axons relaying visual predictions to V1.

A number of previous studies have identified reward-related

activity in V1 neurons (Pakan et al., 2018; Poort et al., 2015;

Schuler and Bear, 2009); however, the route throughwhich these

signals impinge upon V1 has remained unclear. Here we report

A24b/M2-V1axons as a circuit through which reward and licking

signals enter V1 in a way that is biased, at least at a gross scale,

toward currently engaged regions of sensory cortex. The role

that such reward and licking signals play in visually guided

behavior remains unclear, but we speculate that they may be

involved in driving and maintaining previously described plas-

ticity processes that result in alterations of the representations

of previously rewarded sensory stimuli (Poort et al., 2015).

Further experiments in which such reward-signal-carrying

A24b/M2-V1axons are selectively inactivated will be required to

test this possibility.

Limitations of the study

Here we attempted to closely mimic the behavioral conditions

of a previous study, which concluded that A24b/M2-V1axons
(referred to as cingulate axons in the study in question) exert

an influence on V1 akin to visual selective attention described

in primates (Zhang et al., 2014). A first limitation of our study

is that, although we found no association between endogenous

recruitment of A24b/M2-V1axons and behavioral measures of

stimulus orientation discrimination, in other behavioral tasks

this may not be the case. Although we consider that we could

reasonably expect to expose activity of the proposed

attentional circuit under the conditions of our experiment (i.e.,

animals were highly motivated and attentive in the task, task

performance was below ceiling level, A24b/M2-V1axon activity

did fluctuate substantially), further studies with more explicit

attentional manipulations may be of interest in teasing out

possible contexts where this circuit does endogenously serve

an attentional function.

A second limitation of our study is regarding our assertion that

the optogenetic stimulation previously shown to enhance

discrimination performance (Zhang et al., 2014) could be outside

of the range of normal activity of A24b/M2-V1axons. Ideally, this

could be shown by examining the behavioral effects of optoge-

netic manipulation of A24b/M2-V1axons within the physiological

range of activity they normally exhibit. Although this experiment

would be potentially informative, there are some limitations to

what could feasibly be done in this respect. For example, while

ACC population activity could be optogenetically manipulated
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to increase to somemean elevated target level of firing, what the

target level of activity would be is not clear. Even given this

manipulation, altered ACC activity would still be far from

physiological in the degree of synchrony, the change in firing

rate of individual cells, and the known functionally distinct sub-

populations being activated in the particular context and in

different phases of the trial.

A final limitation of our study is regarding the hemisphere-spe-

cific biases we observe in the activation of licking-driven A24b/

M2-V1axons. While we interpret these biases as being related to

the hemisphere that is encoding the stimulus guiding behavior,

it is possible that they could be due to differences in tongue

and other movements between contralateral and ipsilateral stim-

ulus trials.While this is conceivable, we consider it unlikely due to

the central position of the single lick spout used in the study.
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STAR+METHODS

KEY RESOURCES TABLE

RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Adam

Ranson (aranson@uic.es).

Materials availability

The study did not generate new reagents.

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Bacterial and virus strains

AAV.Syn.GCaMP6s.WPRE.SV40 Addgene 100843

AAV1.Syn.NES-jRGECO1a.WPRE.SV40 Addgene 100854

AAV-hSynapsin1-axon-GCaMP6s Addgene 111262

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

Sucrose Sigma-Alderich S0389

Cherry Kool-Aid Kool-Aid N/A

Enrofloxacin Bayer QJ01MA90

Carprofen Zoetis QM01AE91

Dexamethasone MSG 50-02-2

Experimental models: Organisms/strains

C57BL/6J mice Jackson 000664

Software and algorithms

MATLAB Mathworks Inc N/A

Python 3.8 https://www.python.org/downloads/

release/python-380/

N/A

DeepLabCut https://github.com/DeepLabCut/DeepLabCut N/A

PsychToolbox http://psychtoolbox.org N/A

Suite2P https://github.com/MouseLand/suite2p N/A

Scanimage 4.1 http://scanimage.vidriotechnologies.com N/A

Labjack API for interfacing with lick detector https://labjack.com N/A

Python code for video analysis Zenodo https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6530962

MATLAB code for calcium signal analysis Zenodo https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6531829

MATLAB code for intrinsic signal analysis Zenodo https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6531804

MATLAB code for behavioral paradigm

and online analysis

Zenodo https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6530995

Arduino code for capacitive lick sensor Zenodo https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6531555

Other

Super Bond C&B dental cement https://www.prestige-dental.co.uk/ 7112-350

3 mm circular glass Harvard Apparatus 64-0720(CS-3R)

4 mm circular glass Harvard Apparatus 64-0724(CS-4R)

UV curing optical adhesive Thorlabs 7106

Vetbond WPI VETBOND

MAKO G-125B camera for intrinsic signal imaging Stemmer AVT MAKO G-125B POE

DMK 22AUC03 camera for eye imaging Image Source DMK 22AUC03

Labjack U3-LV data USB acquisition system Lackjack U3-LV

Solenoid valve for airpuff and fluid delivery Neptune Research 161T011
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Data and code availability

Microscopy data reported in this paper will be shared by the lead contact upon request. All original code has been deposited at Zen-

odo and is publicly available as of the date of publication. The DOI is listed in the key resources table. Any additional information

required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Animals

All experimental procedures were carried out in accordance with institutional animal welfare guidelines and licensed by the UKHome

Office. Experiments were carried out on adult C57BL/6J mice (aged > P90) of either sex. Numbers of animals used in each analysis

are listed in the text. Mice were housed under normal light conditions (14 h light, 10 h dark) and recordings were made during the light

period. Animals were given ad libitum access to food and water except during periods of behavioral training during which they were

water restricted as described in behavior section. Animals were housed in transparent plastic cages with at least one other animal.

METHOD DETAILS

Animal surgical preparation and virus injection

Aseptic surgical procedures were conducted based on previously described protocols (Goldey et al., 2014; Ranson, 2017).

Approximately one hour prior to cranial window surgery and virus injection, animals were administered with the antibiotic Enroflox-

acin (5 mg/kg, s.c.) and the anti-inflammatory drugs Carprofen (5 mg/kg, s.c.) and Dexamethasone (0.15 mg/Kg, i.m.). Anesthesia

was induced and maintained using isoflurane at concentrations of 4%, and 1.5–2% respectively. After animals were stereotaxically

secured, the scalp and periosteum were removed from the dorsal surface of the skull, and a custom head plate was attached to the

cranium using dental cement (Super Bond C&B), with an aperture approximately centered over right V1. A 3 mm circular craniotomy

was next performed, centered on the stereotaxically identified monocular portion of V1.

For injections into V1, intrinsic signal imaging was used (after skull exposure but before craniotomy) to localise monocular V1. After

intrinsic signal imaging, injections of an AAV to drive expression of jRGECO1a (AAV1.Syn.NES-jRGECO1a.WPRE.SV40; titre after

dilution 5 3 1012 GC/mL; volume 100 nL) (Dana et al., 2016) were targeted using a functional map of retinotopy overlaid on surface

vasculature (depth 250 mm). For injections into ACC, a small craniotomy was first made over the region (centered at 0.2–0.3 mm

anterior and 0.3 lateral of bregma) either using a dental drill or by thinning the overlying bone and then piercing a small hole using

a hypodermic needle. After craniotomy an AAV was injected to drive expression of GCaMP6s (AAV1.Syn.GCaMP6s.WPRE.SV40;

titre after dilution 2 3 1011 GC/mL; volume 100 nL; used in behavioral experiments) (Chen et al., 2013) or axon-GCaMP6s (rAAV2/

1-hSynapsin1-axon-GCaMP6s; titre after dilution 5 3 1011 GC/mL; volume 100 nL; used in passive visual stimulation experiments)

(Broussard et al., 2018). All injections were made using a Nanoject II system (Drummond Scientific Company) at a rate of 10 nL/min

using pulled and bevelled oil filled glass micropipettes with a tip outer diameter of approximately 30 mm. After injections the crani-

otomy over V1was closedwith a glass insert constructed from 3 layers of circular no 1 thickness glass (13 4mm, 23 3mmdiameter)

bonded together with UV cured optical adhesive (Norland Products; catalog no. 7106), and the craniotomy over ACCwas closedwith

Vetbond. After surgery animals were allowed at least 2 weeks to recover after which they were either habituated to head fixation dur-

ing passive visual stimulation or during visual discrimination training.

In vivo imaging

In vivo 2-photon imaging was performed using a resonant scanning microscope (Thorlabs, B-Scope) with a 16x 0.8NA objective with

3 mm working distance (Nikon) and 525/50 and 607/70 band pass emission filters. Genetically encoded calcium indicators were

excited at 920–980 nm using a Ti:sapphire laser (Coherent, Chameleon) with a maximum laser power at sample of 50 mW. In single

plane experiments, data was acquired at a resolution of 256 3 256 pixels at a framerate of approximately 60 Hz and averaged, re-

sulting in a framerate of approximately 10 Hz. In multiple plane experiments, data was acquired from 6 planes (including one dis-

carded ‘fly back’ plane) at a resolution of 256 3 256 pixels at a framerate of approximately 30 Hz, resulting in each plane being

sampled at approximately 5 Hz.The field of view size was 2823 282 mm in single plane experiments and 2223 222 mm inmulti-plane

experiments. Imaging, behavioral and visual stimulation timing data were acquired using Scanimage 4.1 and custom written code

(MATLAB) and a DAQ card (NI PCIe-6323, National Instruments). During imaging, animals were placed on a 20 cm diameter cylin-

drical treadmill whichwas locked in position. In vivo intrinsic signal imagingwas performed using previously describedmethods using

either a custom built system based around a MAKO G-125B camera (AVT) or a commercially available system (Imager 3001, Optical

Imaging Inc.) (Ranson et al., 2013).

Passive visual stimuli

For recordings of passive visual responses (i.e. not during behaviour) mice were stimulated with a circular 203 20� drifting horizontal

square wave gratings with temporal frequency of 2 Hz and spatial frequency of 0.05 cycles/�, and at one of 8 orientations. The stimuli

were displayed at one of 32 positions arranged in a grid of 8 horizontal positions (spanning 80� of visual space) and 4 vertical positions

(spanning 30� of visual space). Each stimulus appeared and drifted for 1 s after which the next stimulus was displayed. Visual stimuli
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were generated in MATLAB using the psychophysics toolbox (Brainard, 1997) and displayed on calibrated LCD screens (Iiyama,

BT481).

Pupil tracking

In a subset of experiments, video of the eye of the mouse was recorded using a USB monochrome camera (Imaging Source model

DMK 22AUC03 with lens Azure-7524 mm) acquired using MATLAB image acquisition toolbox. The eye was illuminated with an

infrared LED. To track the pupil and ascertain its diameter at each time point, 400 frames were manually labeled with twelve points

– one at the superior, inferior, medial and lateral corners of the eye, and eight in an octagon around the pupil (Figure S4G). Then, using

the DeepLabCut software package (Mathis et al., 2018; Nath et al., 2019), a resnet v1 50-based convolutional neural network was

trained to predict the location of these markers for 1.3 million iterations. This network was then used to place these points on every

frame of each video.When applied to novel videos fromwhich frameswere not included in the training dataset, the network neverthe-

less produced qualitatively good approximations of the pupil’s size and activity.

While the network’s placement was visually indistinguishable from human placement for the vast majority of frames, the network

would always attempt to place all eight pupil markers, even if the mouse was blinking or the pupil was otherwise mostly obscured by

the eyelids. To remedy this, a Python programwaswritten to construct an eye shape by passing a pair of parabolic curves through the

medial, superior, and lateral andmedial, inferior, and lateral eye markers respectively, and any pupil markers that fell outside this eye

shape were discarded (Figure S4G). In addition, if a set of basic assumptions about the eye shape were violated – for instance, if the

medial eye marker was lateral to the lateral eye marker – all pupil markers were discarded. Finally, if six or more pupil markers were

valid, an ellipse was fitted to them to minimize the least-squared error. Together these measures resulted in high fidelity tracking of

pupil behavior across frames.

Behavior

Animals were trained in a go/no-go task similar to that previously described (Andermann et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2014), and imple-

mented using custom written code in MATLAB using the psychophysics toolbox for visual stimulus and sound generation (Brainard,

1997). In the task, animals had to lick in response to a vertically oriented nasally drifting grating for water reward (go condition) or

suppress licking in response to a horizontally oriented upward drifting grating (no-go condition). Grating stimuli occupied approxi-

mately 80� of visual field and were presented with temporal frequency of 1 Hz and spatial frequency of 0.05 cycles/� in themonocular

visual field. Each correct trial was rewarded with 5mL of a solution made up of 500 mL water, 50g sucrose and 1.7g Koolaid. Licking

was detected using a custom-made capacitive lick sensor. Rewards were delivered using a reward valve (Neptune Research

161T011) controlled using a custom-made circuit triggered with a digital signal of calibrated duration from a data acquisition device

(Labjack, U3) interfaced with using MATLAB. Incorrect no-go trials were punished with a 500 ms air puff, 500 ms white noise auditory

stimulus and a ten second time-out. Several days prior to commencing training, mice were placed onwater restriction and behavioral

training commenced after they reached approximately 80% of their initial weight. During the initial stage of training no visual stimuli

were presented to the mice and animals could obtain a reward by licking during windows of up to 60 s. If animals licked during this

period they were rewarded, and this was followed by a variable duration period (2–10 s) during which licking was not rewarded.

During the variable delay period (termed the quiescent period) animals had to suppress licking or the next trial did not start. This

quiescent period was maintained during the entire training and testing procedure. Once mice were consistently licking the spout,

they progressed to the next stage during which trials were initiated with a pure auditory tone (0.1 s, frequency of 5 kHz), followed

1 s after tone onset by 4 s of go stimulus presentation. Themousewas rewarded for licking during the 2 to 4 s period after go-stimulus

onset - i.e., responses during the initial 2 s period after stimulus onset were disregarded. Disregarding licks immediately after stimulus

onset was important as often animals exhibited impulsive licking at stimulus onset which was unrelated to stimulus type. During this

training period, in a gradually decreasing fraction of trials (starting at 90% of trials), free rewards were administered during the go

stimulus period, even if the animal did not respond. This fraction of free reward trials was automatically decreased in steps of

10% if animals responded independently and correctly in blocks of 20–30 trials. Once animals were responding correctly to 70%

of go stimuli the no-go stimulus was introduced, and free reward trials were excluded. Once animals reached a go/no-go discrim-

ination accuracy of d’ > 1.5 they were classified as fully trained and at his point experimental imaging data was typically collected.

The discrimination index d’ was calculated as norminv(hit rate)-norminv(false alarm rate), where norminv is the inverse of the cumu-

lative normal function, hit rate is the fraction of go trials in which animals licked, and false alarm rate is the fraction of no-go trials in

which animals licked. Larger d0 values are indicative of higher visual discrimination performance. In the ‘bilateral’ version of the task,

in each trial stimuli were presented in either the left or right monocular visual field, but the training procedures were as above. In the

bilateral task, training progresswasmeasured, and training stage advanced, using overall accuracy (i.e. pooled over left and right trial

types) rather than in a side specific manner.

Calcium imaging data processing

Calcium imaging data was registered and segregated into neuronal regions of interest (i.e. A24b/M2 axons or V1 somas) using Sui-

te2P (Pachitariu et al., 2016). The time series of each ROI was then converted from a raw fluorescence value to DF/F with the denom-

inator F value trace constructed by calculating the 5th percentile of the smoothed F value within a 20 s window centered on each

sample in the F trace. Boutons with correlation coefficients of >0.7 were considered to be from the same axon and combined using
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a weighted average, with weighting determined by the number of pixels in the ROI of the bouton. In dual-colour imaging experiments

we assessed the possibility of cross-talk between imaging channels. This could in particular be a problem when imaging boutons in

layer 1 of the visual cortex (visualised on the green channel; GCaMP6-axon) because they are expected to be surrounded by a larger

volume of dendrites and axons of labeled V1 cells (visualised on the red channel; jRGECO1a). We therefore assessed the extent to

which dendrite and axon originating red signals might be bleeding into the green channel. To quantify this issue in our experiments,

for each bouton ROI we regressed fluorescence from the green channel against fluorescence from the red channel (i.e. for the same

pixels) which provided uswith a slope of the relationship between these variables, aswell as anR2 value (i.e. the fraction of variance of

the fluorescence of the green channel of the ROI which could be explained by the fluorescence of the red channel of the ROI). We

found that while 77% of boutons had a positive slope (50%would be the chance level, suggesting a degree of bleed through or some

other shared source of variation), the average R2 value was 0.0059. That is to say, less than 1% of the variance of the green channel

signal could be explained by the red channel signal. For this reason, we consider the issue of bleed through to be negligible in our

experiments.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Analysis of activity of A24b/M2-V1axons and other variables during behavior

Whether boutons were overall positively or negatively modulated by the task (Figures 1C and 1D) was calculated by comparing within

task periods (average DF/F value over the period from trial onset tone to the stimulus offset) to between task periods (average DF/F

value of the final 2 s of the properly executed quiescent period immediately before trial onset; thus ensuring a period with no licking

behavior). The task modulation index (Figure S2A) was calculated from these same periods with the formula (within task activity -

between task activity)/(within task activity + between task activity) with an index of 1 indicating boutons are only active inside of

the task and an index of �1 indicating boutons are only active during the intertrial quiescent period. Responses of boutons to indi-

vidual task events (Figure 1E; tone, go stimulus, no-go stimulus, reward and airpuff/white noise) were calculated using a one-sided

paired sample t-test comparison of mean DF/F in the 0.5–0 s before and 0–1 s after event onset, with p values reported after false

discovery rate correction using the Benjamini Hochberg method.

To assess the association between the activity of individual A24b/M2-V1axons and task accuracy (Figures 2C, 2D, S2B, and S2C)

we constructed a linear model to predict individual bouton activity in each trial, using trial correctness, trial type (go or no-go) and an

interaction term as predictors. Bouton activity was calculated in each trial as the average DF/F value over the period from trial onset

tone to the stimulus offset. The linear model was implemented using the fitglm function in MATLAB with p values corrected for mul-

tiple hypothesis testing (i.e. testing multiple axons) with FDR correction using the Benjamini Hochberg method. The correct modu-

lation index (Figure 2C inset) was calculated as (Rcorrect – Rincorrect)/(Rcorrect + Rincorrect) where Rcorrect and Rincorrect are responses on

correct and incorrect trials respectively.

In supplemental analysis of the relationship between A24b/M2-V1axon activity and discrimination performance (presented

in Figures S2E and S2F) we assessed the relationship between d’ and A24b/M2-V1axon activity. To do this we first

calculated d’ and average A24b/M2-V1axon population DF/F over a sliding window of 20 trials (experiments typically

consisted of �200 trials) - with A24b/M2-V1axon population DF/F calculated either 1) during a 1 s period before trial onset),

2) during the initial 2 s stimulus period (during which responses don’t affect trial outcome), or 3) during the response period.

A straight line was then fit to the pairs of d’/A24b/M2-V1axon population DF/F data points with the best fit assessed with least

squares. Each of the gray lines in Figures S2E and S2F is a fit line from one experiment, and the black line is the average of

these fit lines. Statistical significance of the relationship between d’ and A24b/M2-V1axon population DF/F was tested by

computing whether the average slope coefficients of the fitted lines differed significantly from zero using a two-sided one

sample t-test.

To measure the correlation between licking and A24b/M2-V1axon activity the lick raster was first converted to a lick rate by

summing the licks in a 1 s window which was slid over the binary lick event trace. The correlation coefficient between lick rate

and the DF/F of each A24b/M2-V1axon ROI was then calculated. Because of the non-independence of neighboring samples in

the two traces we used a permutation test to test significance by building a null distribution to which the observed correlation

coefficients could be compared. To do this we randomly circularly shifted the lick rate trace 1000 times, with a minimum shift of

the equivalent of ±10 s, and in each instance measured the correlation coefficient between the shifted lick rate trace and DF/F of

each A24b/M2-V1axon ROI. A24b/M2-V1axons were deemed to be significantly correlated if their observed lick rate correlation

coefficient exceeded 95% of those observed in the null distribution. The comparison of rewarded vs. unrewarded licking

(Figures 3B and 4E) was made by averaging DF/F during rewarded and unrewarded periods of licking within go trials. In analysis

where we sought to control for licking frequency (Figure S4B), bouts of licking were identified using the raw lick events, which

were isolated in time (preceded by at least 1 s of non-licking), and in which 3 licks occurred in the first 0.5 s of the bout. Only the

neural activity during the first 3 licks in a bout were analyzed to avoid confounds associated with rewarded licking bouts

differing in length from unrewarded licks. Analysis of the rate of rewarded and unrewarded licking (Figure S4D) was carried

out within go trials during the unrewarded or rewarded periods. Analysis of eye movement velocity during rewarded and unre-

warded periods (Figures S4H and S4I) was also carried out within go trials during the unrewarded or rewarded periods, and

additionally during non-licking inter-trial periods. In order to analyze the hemispheric targeting of lick/reward signals (Figure 4F)
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a targeting index was derived from the mean DF/F during rewarded licking in contralateral trials (Creward) and ipsilateral trials

(Ireward) using the formula:

ðCreward � IrewardÞ=ðCreward + IrewardÞ

Analysis of activity of V1 neurons and A24b/M2-V1axons during passive visual stimulation

Orientation tuning data (Figures 2G, 2H, and S3A, S3B, and S3C) were fitted using theMATLAB function lsqcurvefit andmodeled as a

sum of two Gaussians which were constrained such that one peaked at the preferred orientation, and the peaks were 180� apart

(Carandini and Ferster, 2000), with the preferred stimulus defined as the stimulus orientation which elicited the largest response

on average. The response of each neuron was the average of DF/F over the 1 s after stimulus onset. The orientation selectivity index

(OSI) was computed from the orientation tuning fit as:

OSI = ðRpref � RorthoÞ
�

ðRpref + RorthoÞ

where Rpref and Rortho are responses at the preferred and orthogonal orientation respectively. The direction selectivity index was also

computed from the orientation tuning fit as:

DSI =
�

Rpref_dir � Rpref_dir+ 180�

���

Rpref_dir + Rpref_dir+ 180�

�

Where Rpref_dir and R pref_dir+180� are responses at the preferred direction and preferred direction +180� respectively. The level of

activity of the A24b/M2-V1axon population was taken as a mean of all A24b/M2-V1axon ROIs detected over the same period that V1

soma activity was analyzed.

Other statistical methods

Statistical analysis was carried out in MATLAB 2019b using the Statistics toolbox, and group average values are presented

throughout as mean ± standard error of the mean unless otherwise noted. The statistical significance of comparisons between

groups was determined using a two-sided t test or ANOVA unless otherwise noted, and p values <0.05 were considered significant.

Similarity of variance and normal distribution were checked with the vartestn MATLAB function. Correction of p values for multiple

comparisons were calculated using the MATLAB function multcompare using the Tukey–Kramer method unless otherwise noted.

Precise group sizes were not decided in advance, but approximate group sizes were based on typical sizes used in this field in similar

experiments.
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